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Software made to make email easier.

Thunderbird is a free email application that’s easy to set up and customize - and it’s loaded with great features!

Free Download
Opening "Thunderbird 45.3.0.dmg"...

Finishing...
Thunderbird
- Email
- Chat
- Newsgroups
- Feeds
- Movemail

Create a new calendar

Thunderbird now contains calendaring functionality by integrating the Lightning extension.
Thunderbird now contains calendaring functionality by integrating the Lightning extension.
Mail Account Setup

Your name: joe
Email address: joe@thegummibear.com
Password: *********
Remember password

Looking up configuration: Trying common server names

Get a new account    Manual config    Stop    Cancel    Continue
Your name: joe
Email address: joe@thegummibear.com
Password: *********

Remember password

Thunderbird failed to find the settings for your email account.

- **Incoming:** IMAP mail.thegummibear.com, Port 993, SSL/TLS, Normal password
- **Outgoing:** SMTP mail.thegummibear.com, Port 587, STARTTLS, Normal password

Username: Incoming: joe, Outgoing: joe

Get a new account   Advanced config   Cancel   Re-test   Done
You are about to override how Thunderbird identifies this site.

Legitimate banks, stores, and other public sites will not ask you to do this.

Server

Location: mail.thegummibear.com:993

Get Certificate

Certificate Status

This site attempts to identify itself with invalid information.

Unknown Identity

The certificate is not trusted because it hasn't been verified as issued by a trusted authority using a secure signature.

Permanently store this exception

Confirm Security Exception  Cancel
Here is a test from my MUA. I am seeing if I have all the security stuff setup correctly.
Here is a test from my MUA. I am seeing if I have all the security stuff setup correctly.

Click here to Reply or Forward.
joe <joe@thegummibear.com>
to me

Here is a test from my MUA. I am seeing if I have all the security stuff setup correctly.

joe (thegummibear.com)

Here is another reply to you! I got the earlier message.
Welcome to Thunderbird

Why we need donations

You might already know that Thunderbird improvements are no longer paid for by Mozilla. Fortunately there is an active community keeping it running and developing it further. But to survive long term, the project needs funding.

Thunderbird is currently transitioning to an independent foundation.

Features
Visit our blog
Donate
Contribute
Tips
Add-ons

Thunderbird now contains calendaring functionality by integrating the Lightning extension.
Here is another reply to you! I got the earlier message.

On Fri, Sep 23, 2016 at 5:49 AM, joe <joe@thegummibear.com> wrote:
Here is a test from my MUA. I am seeing if I have all the security stuff setup correctly.